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lohn W. Dolan
LC Troubleshooting

s I write this column, I have
just returned from the Pitts-

burgh Conference in Orlando,

Florida. One of the things that I enjoy

about Pittcon is doing booth duty, when

I get to meet some of you loyal readers

of "LC Troubleshooting." Sometimes

the conversations turn to specific prob-

lems that you are having with your

liquid chromatography (LC) system

or separation. Often these can be a

mind-stretching conversation with give-

and-take that is not as convenient in

an e-mail exchange. However, some of

these conversations make me realize that

sometimes we all get too focused on the

details of the method without backing

up and determining how they fit into

the big picture. In this month's column,

lett look at a couple of examples of this.

Fronting Peaks

In theory at least, a chromatographic

peak should be Gaussian in shape, with

no fronting or tailing. Nearly every

method, however, has peaks that exhibit
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some degree of peak tailing, where the

back edge of the peak does not reach the

baseline as quickly as the front edge rises

from it.'We measure peak tailing as either

the asymmetry factor A"or the tailing

factor, TF. These are calculated as indi-

cated below with reference to Fiqure l:

A " :  B I A

TF: (A+B)/2A

where A and B are the peak half-

widths, measured at l0o/o of the peak

height for the aiymmetry factor and 5o/o

of the peak height for the tailing factor.

In past years, methods were plagued

with tailing peaks, especially when basic

compounds were analyzed on the older,

Iow-purity, type-A silica columns. These

columns had a high population of acidic

silanol groups responsible for tailing.

Today's newer, high-purity, type-B silica

columns are much less prone to tailing.

In fact, sometimes tailing is so small

that we begin to notice peak fronting.

l+- 5% height
I  lme

Figure 1: Measurement of peak tai l ing; see text for detai ls.
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One conversation related to peak

fronting of 0.8, as measured with the

asymmetry factor. The person was

very concerned about the source of

the fronting and how to correct it. It

is easy to get offon a conversation

about the sources offronting peaks,

which, in general, are rare today with

reversed-phase methods. Peak front-

ing is most commonly attributed to

a gross column failure that we some-

times refer to as bed collapse. Some

deterioration of the packing material

takes place and the particles inside

the column shift, creating a void in

the column. This wil l  cause al l  the

peaks in the chromatogram to front,

and wil l  not be corrected by column

reversal or flushing. The lady had

replaced the column with a new col-

umn twice and the fronting persisted,

so it is unlikely that column collapse

was the problem. Another possible

problem source is insufficient buffer

in the mobile phase. Also, in the past

I have seen references to peak fronting

in ion-pair ing separations being cor-

rected with a change in temperature,

but these methods used type-A col-

umns; I  have not seen this on type-B

columns, so a tempcrature change may

no longer be effective.

As the conversation became more

involved, one of my colleagues, who

was listening, waved the yellow cau-

t ion f lag. " 'Wait a minute," he said.
"How much fronting are you seeing?"

\fell, a little simple math says that an

asymmetry factor of 0.8 is equivalent

to the same peak distort ion as a peak

tal l  of 1.25. The release specif icat ions

that many column manufacturers

use in their qual i ty test ing process

indicate that a column with 0.9 { 1,

< 1.2 is acceptable. In other words,

a brand new column might exhibit  a

l i t t le fronting or tai l ing. I f  the method

we were discussing had an asymmetry

factor of 1.25, we wouldn't  be having

this conversation, would we? As my

daughter used to say, "Don't sweat

the petty stuff  (  .  .  .  and don't  pet the

sweaty stuff)." This is not a problem

that is worth investigating.
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Excessive Recovery

Another Pittcon attendee dropped by to

discuss a problem he was having with

a method for the analysis of a drug in

serum. 
'When 

he calculated recovery of

the drug from spiked samples, he found

702o/o recovery. Having low recovery, for

example, 98olo, is easy to explain, but he

was concerned about having too much

recovery - how is it possible to recover

more drug than you put in?'We must

remember that errors in most laboratory

processes, including sample preparation

and chromatography, are distributed

evenly about the mean. For example, it

is just as likely that a pipette will deliver

0.5olo more than the nominal value as

it is to make the same error on the low

side. As a result, the overall error of the

method should be distributed about the

mean value. However, with most sample

preparation processes, we lose sample

along the way, so the average recovery

is {1000/0. For example, if the average

recovery were 96 +2o/o,we would never

see )100o/o recovery, so when we do

see a method with >100% r€covery, we

might be surprised. But there is noth-

ing abnormal about such values.

As the conversation went along,

questions centered on the source of

the error. It turns out that the method

recovery was measured by comparing

extracted serum samples with an aque-

ous reference standard. !7hile this is a

reasonable technique to make a gross

check of overall extraction efficiency,

it is not appropriate for method cali-

bration.'With bioanalytical methods
(drugs in biological matrices), the

regulatory guidelines call for a matrix-

based standard curve. This means that

the current method should use blank

serum as the matrix and spike it at the

appropriate concentrations to generate

the calibration curve. This provides

some internal correction for some of

the variables that might be beyond the

control of the user. For example, ion

enhancement or ion suppression with

mass spectrometric (MS) detectors can

be a problem with serum- or plasma-

based methods. By using a matrix-

based standard curve, in which the

calibrators are treated the same as the

sampies, it is much like solving simul-

taneous equations in algebra - the "
constant factors droo out.
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But up comes the yellow flag again!

\7hy are we having this conversation?

The regulatory guidelines for methods

like this allow for precision and accu-

racy of +l5o/o at all concentrations

above the lower limit of quantification
(LLOQ) and +20o/o at the LLOQ. A

2o/o error, as in the present case, is insig-

nificant relative to the allowable vari-

abilily. There are other fish to fry.

The Lake Wobegon Effect

I am reminded of a story told to me

by a colleague in a laboratory I used to

manage. He had worked for a major

pharmaceutical company that, like most

pharma companies, was very interested

in improving their processes. As part

of the data-gathering process, when

each new LC method was completed,

the time taken to develop the method

was added to a database. After a suf-

ffcient amount of data was gathered,

it was possible to calculate the average

method development time for an LC

method. All was well and good until the

n€xt method was developed and it t6ok

longer than the average to complete.

The staff was chastised for poor perfor-

mance because the laboratory manager

expected all methods to be developed in

less than the average time. This reminds

me of Garrison Keillor's mythical town

of Lake 
'Wobegon 

that he describes on

his National Public Radio broadcasts.

The tag line at the end of his Lake
lVobegon news always ends with ". . .

and all ofthe children are above aver-

age." Ifthe laboratory had sufficient

data to determine a statistically signifi-

cant average, it is unreasonable to expect

all methods to be developed in less

than the average time - duh! Now if

the average represented all LC methods

developed in the pharmaceutical indus-

try, one company's goal of developing

methods in less than the average t ime

might be reasonable. Or in a continu-

ous-improvement environment, ir  might

be reasonable to expect a target develop-

ment time to be less than one standard

deviation above the mean. But all meth-

ods less than the average time? 
'What 

are

they smoking?
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Count the Cost
Another place where we can get dis-

tracted from the big picture is related

to trying to reduce analysis costs. My

guess is that I get this question in at

least halfofthe LC classes that I teach:
"How can I extend the life of my col-

umn?" 
'W'henever 

we are looking at

trying to improve a m€thod, we need

to consider the cost. How much does

the current status cost? How much can

I save with the desired change? How

much wil l  i t  cost me to get there?

Unfortunateln many laboratories

consider the purchase of an LC column

to be a capital expenditure. Yes, it is

expensive, but in terms of the overall

cost ofanalysis, it should be considered

a consumable item. Do a few calcula-

tions and you'll convince yourself (and

hopefully your boss). \7hen I was

managing a contract analytical labora-

tory, we often were asked for a quote

for budget purposes. For a typical LC

method with ultraviolet (UV) detec-

tion, we used a number of $50isample
for this purpose. Ifl pay $500 for a

column and only get 500 samples

through it before it fails, the cost is

$l/sample for the column. This is

2o/o of the overall cost of the method

in the present example. A 500-injec-

tion lifetime is pretty short for most

methods, so you might be prompted

to spend some t ime trying to increase

the column lifetime. Let's say that you

do some experimentation and find

that by instigating a special clean-

ing procedure, you can extend the

column lifetime to 1000 injections.
'Well, 

you've just cut your column

costs in half. This sounds pretty good

until you consider the overall savings.

You've reduced the column burden

on the method from 2o/o to lo/o.ls it

worth the trouble? Instead, it might

have been more appropriate to focus

on a more expensive part of the pro-

cess - maybe it is report generation

or sample tracking. There are enough

things to take up our time in the labo-

ratory without creating new ways to

spend time that have little return on

the overall value ofthe process.

The Big Picture

So, what's the common thread with

rhese stories? l t  is very easy to get
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focused on one specific aspect ofan
LC method and get distracted from the
overall goal of the method.

In the first case, why is peak asym-
metry of 0.8 a concern? If  i t  is because

we're not used to seeing fronting

peaks in most LC methods, we mighr

be worrying about nothing. If it is

because we're concerned about losing
resolution between that peak and a

small peak that is eluted just in front

of it, then the concern might be more

valid. Should we focus on peak front-

ing or on adjusting the relative peak

positions?

In the second example, recovery

of l02o/o turned out to be unimport-

ant in the context of a bioanalytical
method with allowable precision and

acctrracy of +15-20o/o. But if the

method were a pharmaceutical content

uniformity assay, in which -r2olo is the
allowable variation, 10270 recovery is

a real concern

Continuous improvement, includ-

ing the reduction of method develop-
ment time, is an admirable goal. But

is i t  reasonable to instantly expect al l
methods to be better than average?

Setting more achievable intermediate

goals for method improvement would
be more reasonable, more likely to
succeed, and certainly better accepted

by the method development staff.
These examples bring to mind

one of my favorite authors when I

was managing a laboratory: El iyahu

Goldratt (The Goal; It's Not Luch).
In what some people refer to as a

BFO (blinding flash of the obvious),
Goldratt introduced me to the concept
of the bott leneck. You can spend al l
the t ime you want trying to improve

a process, but if it does not affect the
rate-limiting step, your efforts will

be of l i t t le help. Instead, i f  you can
improve just this one srep, the whole
process wil l  be improved. This prin-

ciple applies very easily to the LC lab-

oratory. Don't spend too much time
investigating insignif icant aspects of
a method - focus on what will really
make a difference.
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